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“The best way to predict
the future is to create it”
— Abraham Lincoln

We can’t control the weather, but Thompsons will help you
develop a winning strategy to control the things we can.
Customized solutions to push yields and maximize your profitability
• Soil sampling and intensive zone management to build soil health
• Yield and data analysis to prepare you for the upcoming growing season
• Variable rate prescriptions for seeding, crop nutrition, crop protection and
custom application
• Organic agronomy and marketing solutions
Forward grain contracting and price risk management for
multi-year production
• Market orders, Basis contracts, Hedge to arrive (futures), Cash, Option
strategies
• Average Price Addendum. Sign-up period ends January 27, 2017
• Premium and IP contracts

Profitability Planning • Organics • Price Risk Management

Thompsons Ag Consultants and Agronomy Specialists
are hard at work for you,
through every season and every reason.
People, products, and knowledge. The better way.
@ThompsonsGrain

@ThompsonsAg

THOMPSONSLIMITED.COM (800) 265-5225

Welcome...

To The AGMag 2017. It’s a new year, and a new opportunity for our Chatham-Kent farmers to once
again plan their route (or in agricultural lingo you could say “plant their root”) for this year’s harvest.
We would like to begin by wishing all of our farmers a healthy, happy, bountiful, and prosperous
2017 season!
In this issue of The AgMag, we want to shed a light on the importance of the family farm. Our
articles within talk about how farming has changed over the years from our great grandparents to
where we are today, and how inevitably, things will continue to change for “Tomorrow’s Farmers.”
We can learn a lot by asking questions to the generations before us, as we believe that the best
wisdom comes from experience. We also thought it would be interesting to speak with one of our
young farmer’s daughters to get her perspective on growing up on a farm, and how she perceives
her future connection to the family farm. Her innocent honesty is a treasure to share.
We hope you enjoy this issue of The AgMag and once again BIG THANKS go out to all of our
advertisers and contributing writers, and our photographer. It is with their support that makes this
publication possible.

On your mark, get set…..GROW!
Sincerely,
Andrew Thiel, President
Mark Requena, VP / Website Development
Andrew Fraser, I.T. Specialist
Lisa Persyn, Graphic Designer
Candice Cottingham, Graphic Designer
Nancy Schlereth, Sales Manager
Karen Gore, In-House Content Writer
Renee Tulloch, In-House Content Writer
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Stephen Bail and Lisa (Fox) Bail, along with
their two children Caleigh (almost six years
old) and Rory (who just turned one).

Interested in advertising in
our publications?
Please contact us at 519.397.4444 or
info@abstractmarketing.ca

100%

Regular Contributors
Krystle VanRoboys, Photographer
www.krystlevanroboys.ca
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designed | developed | printed
in Chatham-Kent

Kim Cooper, Agricultural Specialist
Municipality of Chatham-Kent’s
Economic Development Services
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If you have any comments, an interesting local story, or a family recipe that you would like to
share… Please send it along to us for consideration for one of our future issues to:
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Reproduction of editorial content, graphic materials, advertisements in whole or in part is prohibited without
permission. Opinions expressed in The AG Mag magazine are the personal opinions of the original authors and do not
necessarily reflect the views of Abstract Marketing.

The

Family
Farm

More than a business.
The Family Farm is a lifestyle – it is an ideal worth preserving.

Above Image: Stephen Bail, Rory Bail, Emily Fox (daughter of Jason Fox), Lisa (Fox) Bail, Caleigh Bail, and Jason Fox ~ Photo was taken at the Fox Farm in Dover Centre.
Photography By: Krystle VanRoboys Photography - www.krystlevanroboys.ca
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Think of Your Soil as a
Bank Account

A favourite quote is an
old one from Abraham
Lincoln: “The best way
to predict the future is
to create it.”

Proper Nutritional Choices Are Your Investment

Your soil is the lifeblood of your farm and holds nutrients to support
plant life. Just like for humans, proper balance of food is one of the
key elements of a healthy life. A proper diet has a huge impact on
productivity, ability to fight disease, stress, and general wellbeing,
whether for you or a corn, soybean, or wheat plant. Advanced
Agronomy provides scientific insight into how feeding our fields
with customized nutrient prescriptions developed for specific
areas (zones) will give your crops the best opportunity to maximize
productivity and, as a result, increase profits on your farm.
Each of us are unique in our physical needs and require individual
analysis to best determine our specific requirements. Each field has
distinctive areas (zones) that have particular soil characteristics and
nutritional components that require different solutions to provide
the best environment for plant development and health.
Soil sampling is like a blood test for your field and provides the
information that indicates which nutrients are in excess, and which
are lacking, and by how much. Testing your field by unique area or
zone is the most effective method of delivering the right product
(nutrient) to the needed area and eliminate feeding where there is
already too much.

There are many reasons why applying the right
nutrients in the proper place is a wise investment:
1.

It makes no economic sense to pay for fertilizer where it is not
needed (dollars wasted).

2.

Spreading fertilizer in areas where it is not required produces
run off that negatively effects the environment. Nutrient run off
is just your input dollars literally going down the drain!

3.

Soil with imbalanced nutrients can actually “tie up” needed
plant food and under-utilize your fertilizer investment.

4.

Having a field with balanced nutrients will give your plants the
best defense against pests, disease, and weather stress.

Proper placement of fertilizer over time will bring your field
nutrient levels into balance and produce more bushels.

In agriculture there are many things we cannot predict such as rain,
heat, or the lateness of the seasons. However, the more efficiently
we manage the things we can control – decisions that affect our
input costs and opportunity for increasing yields, the better we can
create a future of success for our farm operations.

Ask a Thompsons Ag Consultant about Advanced
Agronomy Solutions and build a customized crop plan
for your farm operation:
•

Build field zones
-

Imagery, yield data, or historical knowledge of your field

•

Zone specific soil sampling

•

Apply variable rate nutrients customized for your field zones

•

Measure results over time (Just like with humans the more out
of shape we are the more effort and time it takes to get us to a
state of wellbeing)
-

Generate data of fertilizer application for good
environmental stewardship records

-

Field nutrient balance

-

Increased yields

Make 2017 the year where you fully utilize science, technology,
traditional knowledge, and best practices to create healthy soil,
increased yield, environmental stewardship, and create the changes
that best predict success for your farm operation.

This article was submitted by:
Thompsons Limited
2 Hyland Drive, Blenheim, Ontario, Canada, N0P 1A0

www.ThompsonsLimited.com
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Buis Beef

Local Beef, Direct from the Farm
Buis Beef has been providing quality, sustainably-raised beef since
1939, by merging new technology and traditional agricultural
practices. The cattle are raised from birth on pastures, combining
exercise and diet to enhance flavor and tenderness, while
maintaining ethical environmental practices.
In addition to the beef cow herd , we grow specialty crops including
seed corn, sweet corn, and seed beans; as well as field crops of
commercial corn, soybeans, and wheat.
In 2009 we opened an on-the-farm retail store to provide our
consumers direct access to high-quality beef direct from the farm.
All beef sold at our store is raised on the Buis Beef Ranch, ensuring
that the meat contains no antibiotics or added hormones. With
the use of ultrasound technology, we can predict ribeye size and
marbling. We hand-select each animal for the store to provide
the highest quality, humanely-raised beef for the best eating
experience.
Our family farm is committed to raising premium beef for you to
enjoy. Stop by our store today to see our wide selection of local,
sustainable frozen and fresh beef direct from the farm.

OPEN... Thursday, Friday: 10-6 • Saturday: 10-2

www.buisbeef.ca • 519.352.5789

At Howard Mutual...

You’re Not a Number, We Know You by Your Name
At Howard Mutual Insurance, our Agents still make house calls. They
will meet with you at your kitchen table, on the farm, or in the office;
you decide what works best for you. We have had the privilege
of providing personalized service and insurance protection for your
Farm, Home, Auto, and Business needs since 1892. We live, work,
and play in your community.
Our goal is to work together with our policyholders and Board of
Directors to provide protection, give back to our community, and
continue to generate refunds. There are not stockholders, only
policyholders.

A tradition of
quality beef
Local Beef Direct from the Farm

519.352.5789

7792 SEVENTH LINE E. | CHATHAM, ON
(BLOOMFIELD ROAD & 401)
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When we earn a profit we give back an annual refund. Though
refunds are never guaranteed, Howard Mutual has provided
a refund to our policyholders for over 25 years! Become a
policyholder and discover the Howard Mutual difference by calling
or stopping by one of our branches or simply visiting our website,
www.howardmutual.com

Ridgetown Branch

Blenheim Branch

20 Ebenezer Street West
Ridgetown, ON N0P 2C0

45 James Street, Unit 5, Box 239
Blenheim, ON N0P 1A0

1-866-931-2809

1-866-931-2809

Pebbles Gravel & Topsoil Inc.
We’re Open to Contractors and the Public!

September 2017 will mark “5 Years”
since Paul and Karen Koomans
became the proud owners/operators
of “Pebbles Gravel and Topsoil Inc.”
You’ll find Pebbles located on the
north side of Richmond Street (across
from The Brick) between Bloomfield
Road and Keil Drive in Chatham.
Open to contractors and the public,
Pebbles fills the local need for sand, gravel,
topsoil, stone, mulch, and flagstone, as
well as offering many other landscaping
options for all of your outdoor and garden
projects. With more than 20 different types
of aggregate, they provide the perfect mix
for your driveways and landscaping.
Pebbles also offers three different sizes of trucks for all your
delivery needs! They are equipped with a drive-on scale for easy
measurement, and materials can also be purchased in bulk or by the
bag…. no orders are ever too large or too small!
Pebbles Gravel & Topsoil is a member of the
Chatham-Kent Home Builders’ Association
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Asphalt & Concrete Recycling

519·352·ROCK (7625)
Products available for all
your outdoor projects:

Delivery
Available

(Open to CONTRACTORS & TO the PUBLIC)

Sand | Gravel | Topsoil | FLAGSTONE
LANDSCAPING STONE | UPM COLD MIX | MULCH
AND MORE...

FREE TO DROP - Asphalt and Concrete FOR Recycling &
Compostable yard waste

www.pebblesgravel.com
955 Richmond Street | Chatham, ON
(Across from The Brick)

Dover Duds

Work Wear and Casual Wear for the Whole Family

MEN | WOMEN | CHILDREN

Everyone is
born with two
essential tools:

THEIR
HANDS
CLOTHING | BOOTS | SHOES

Tue - Fri: 10am - 5:30pm | Sat: 10am - 2pm | Closed: Sun & Mon

26662 Bear Line Road, Dover Centre | 519.355.1201

doverduds.com

If you are looking for outdoor work wear clothing, then look no
further than Dover Duds - your Chatham-Kent work wear specialist!
Dover Duds is a family-owned and run business located at 26662
Bear Line Road in Dover Centre. Judy and her staff carry the finest in
outdoor work wear for the whole family. You’ll get a great reception
upon entering this country store and feel extremely comfortable as
you browse around.
If you choose to wear Carhartt, then you’re wearing a legend as it
has been producing rugged outdoor wear since 1889. The Carhartt
name stands for the best in rugged outdoor clothing. If you’re
working outdoors in all weather conditions, then you are most likely
not a stranger to the Helly Hansen line. This clothing features fibrelock that traps body heat for extra warmth and rain gear to help
keep you dry.
For your feet, Red Wing Shoes provides insulated, waterproof
footwear giving you serious protection from Mother Nature. With
their Irish Setter Boot line you’ll also find exceptional underfoot
comfort and slip resistant soles. Both these shoes and boots provide
craftsmanship that lasts for years and are definitely made for more
than just walking!

www.doverduds.com | 519.355.1201
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Lundy Insurance Inc.
Since 1991

Farm • Home • Auto • Business

This family business has been
serving the farm and agri- business
of Chatham-Kent for the past
26 years. They understand the
insurance needs of their clients,
as all of their staff were born and
raised on farms and still live in the
rural community.
Farming is the economic background of Chatham-Kent and it is
their goal to make sure the risks that their clients face are managed
in a cost effective manner.

336 St.Clair St. | Chatham, ON N7L 3K1

“Farm insurance is our specialty! We
look forward to serving the needs of the
future agri-business managers for years
- The Lundy Family
to come.”

519.352.6720
www.lundyinsuranceinc.com

Contact Jim, Jane, Brenda, Dan, or Sarah
for a no obligation quote
519.352.6720 • jimlundy@kent.net

Water Elite

My Business is... Water!
In 1976, Bob Kennedy (owner/operator of Water Elite) was hoping
that pro football would be his future. Unfortunately, an injury on
the field left the (then 19-year-old) with the question of, now what?
It wasn’t long after that he took a job with AquaSoft in Brantford and
by the time he was 22, just three short years later, he was offered the
position to run the Chatham branch. Young enough to have no fear,
but old enough to handle the position, his decision to accept the
job lead him to where he is today.

“I love it here in Chatham, my customers
are loyal, and it’s great when someone
walks through the front door and you not
only serve them, but you also serve their
parents as well.”
Back in the 80’s, it was all about water softeners and filtration. While
today this is still the largest part of his business, the refillable bottle
side now makes up for 20%. “My customers were asking for this
service and, as reluctant as I was initially to engage in it, I’m sure
glad I listened.”

Voted ‘The Best’

BEST
Reader's Choice

4 Years in a Row!

of Chatham-Kent

Chemical Free
Iron Filter

Cultivating the Best, Shore to Shore

Eliminate problem
water for good!
• No more stains
• No more algae
• No more sulfur

ECR 3500 Water
Conditioner
The latest technology for water
treatment! Includes Hydrolink
Remoted or WiFi Access

Reverse Osmosis
Drinking Water System
• No more hauling big water bottles.
• Purified water on tap 24/7
• Add the fridge? No problem.

717 St. Clair St. Chatham, ON

519.351.3188 or 1.800.663.5483
(66ELITE)
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As we all know, “Children are the future.”
But, in the agricultural world, you could
say they are "Tomorrow's Farmers!"
We thought it would be interesting to ask a child
who lives on a farm a few questions and get
their take on farming. And so we asked...

Q. Do you feel lucky to grow
up on a farm?
A. Yes, because you have more
space for stuff, more room
outside to play and for a
pool.
Q. What kind of farm do you
live on?
A. I live on a farm with no
animals, only three cats and
two guinea pigs. We grow
crops.

Actually, a sugar beet is both
a fruit (seed clusters) and
a vegetable (root that we
harvest).
Q. Are you happy that your
Daddy is a farmer and do
you think he works hard?
A. Yes, because I can go for
tractor rides. And yes, he
works hard sometimes.
Q. What are the chores that
you help with on the farm?

part about that?
A. Yes, I go for lots of tractor
rides. The best part is
spending time on the
“actual” farm and seeing
how things grow.
Q. What is something that
you have already learned
growing up on a farm,
that maybe some of your
friends who live in town
haven’t learned yet?

Q. What is a sugar beet? Is it
a vegetable or a fruit?

A. I sometimes help bring food
to the field.

A. I have learned that it is more
peaceful living on a farm
than living in the city.

A. A sugar beet is crop that
we grow on the farm which
is used to make sugar.

Q. Have you ever got to ride
in your Daddy’s tractor,
and if so what was the best

Q. Do you think being a
farmer is a good job?

A. Yes, because it helps make
fresh, clean food for people.
Last but not least....
Q. What do you want to be
when you grow up?
A. I would like to be a doctor,
but still live on a farm.

And so you have it...
whether they grow
up to be “Tomorrow’s
Farmers” or not, they
still want their home
to be on the farm!

Above Image: Emily Fox
Photography by: Krystle VanRoboys Photography - www.krystlevanroboys.ca

Gillier Drainage Contractors

In the Drainage Tile Industry for 47 Plus Years!
Gillier Drainage has been in the drainage tile industry for over 47 years.
Since it’s inception over four decades ago, it has grown from a small
private business to a reputable company within the farm drainage
community. We provide our drainage services for private and
commercial jobs alike as we provide farm drainage for individual land
owners all the way up to construction services for large scale projects.
Over the last decade in particular, Gillier Drainage has contributed
to the renewable energy sector as we provide water-redirection,
reinstatement,
and
reclamation for several
different major wind
farms spread across
Southern Ontario.
We aim to provide our
clients with efficient
and time-saving work
practices by using the
best equipment and
materials available. For
design, mapping, and
site planning, we utilize
Trimble
navigation
products for all our
GPS procedures. This
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has allowed us to collect GPS data quickly while maintaining subcentimeter accuracy. This technology goes hand in hand with our
in-field equipment as we utilize two Bron drainage plows to help
us save time and increase production. When it comes to the tile
we put in the ground, we take advantage of ADS products as they
have helped us create efficient drainage networks that meet our
expectations and keep the customer satisfied.
Technology and effective work procedures mean nothing without
proper safety procedures – and we abide by that philosophy with
no exceptions. All our employees are trained on proper safety
etiquette as we believe the health and safety of all personnel on
a work site should be the number one priority. Furthermore, Gillier
Drainage is a certified member of both ISN and Avetta (formerly
Pics Auditing.) Combined, our effective work practices, dependable
equipment, and dedication to safety has enabled us stand out in the
drainage industry as we can offer our clients increased production
yields while decreasing their costs.

Above all, Gillier Drainage aspires to be at
the forefront of the drainage industry. We
guarantee our customers the most efficient
drainage networks at a price they can be
satisfied with.
Call us now and we
will get things flowing!

Kent & Essex Mutual
Insurance Company

Protecting our policyholders since 1888
Kent & Essex Mutual Insurance Company, in Chatham,
Ontario, is a local Canadian insurance company owned by its
policyholders.
We provide home, automobile, commercial and farm
insurance products through a network of independent
insurance brokers who will customize insurance coverage that
is right for you.

24

Hour

Emergency

Service

Chatham • Essex • BOTHWELL • Petrolia

Featuring:
UltraPure DEF

Kent & Essex Mutual is a member of the Ontario Mutual
Insurance Association which is one of the strongest, most
secure, financial networks in the world.
Our experienced staff live and work in your community and
understand the needs of our policyholders. We also provide a
24 Hour Emergency Claims Service for your convenience.

KENT & ESSEX MUTUAL INSURANCE - your LOCAL
Insurance Company.

www.waddickfuels.com

Waddick Fuels...

Continues to Partner with Premium Suppliers
Waddick Fuels, your one-stop source for premium products.
At Waddick Fuels we are honoured to partner with premium
suppliers for our Fuel, Lubricants, DEF, Antifreeze, Washer Fluid,
Fuel Conditioner, and Equipment. Our suppliers are dedicated to
supply Waddick Fuels with the newest products they have to offer
in today’s market. Our newest supplier, Enduraplas, has given us
the opportunity to provide our customers with the convenience
of storing DEF in small portable containers so that our customers
can bring the DEF right to their equipment wherever it may
be. Enduraplas manufactures a tank that is complete with a 12 V
pumping system with a lockable cover so that you don’t have to
worry. This is another way Waddick Fuels is working to provide our
customers with unique premium products.
Please visit us at www.waddickfuels.com to learn more about
Waddick Fuels and the products / equipment that we supply to our
customers. You can also contact one of our sales staff listed below
to discuss your needs further.

Maurizio (Maui) Rizzo – Essex
Phone: 519-776-5248 x 1201 • Cell: 519-965-6195
Al Langford – Petrolia
Phone: 519-882-2420 x 1402 • Cell: 519-312-5832
Evan Merritt – Chatham
Phone: 519-354-0110 x 1108 • Cell: 519-401-6086

Rooted in your Community.
The spirit of mutual insurance is woven into the fabric of
every community. While some people may say that spirit’s
long gone, we say it never left.

TO FIND A BROKER NEAR YOU GO TO

www.kemutual.com or call 1-800-265-5206

HOME • AUTO • COMMERCIAL • FARM
THEAGMAG | 11
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Gordon Coutts was my grandfather. We called him “Pierre.” He
farmed in Tilbury East and was Reeve of Tilbury East Township
for many years, as well as Warden of Kent County in 1956. Before
he passed away at 99 years of age, I took him one day to see our
modern sugar beet harvesting techniques. As he slowly shuffled
his way across mounds of dirt in a field, he stood there for about 10
minutes and stared at the sugar beets being harvested. He simply
said to me,

They don’t
even touch the
beets with
their hands!

When my grandfather farmed, he grew many crops, including
soybeans, corn, cucumbers, tomatoes, and sugar beets. Back then,
most of the harvest was done by hand, including the sugar beets,
where they had to pick up each sugar beet by hand and cut off
the top, called blocking. They then loaded the sugar beets onto a
wagon with pitch forks and then delivered the wagon to the sugar
factory in Chatham. I asked my grandfather what were the biggest

changes, along with so many others, have turned agriculture into a
highly technical and highly innovative sector here in Chatham-Kent,
across our province and country, and all around the globe.
My grandfather farmed in the Tilbury area from the late 1920’s. My
great-grandfather William Coutts had asked him to come to help
with the farm. At the time my grandfather worked at the Fisher
Body Parts facility in Detroit, but he came and started working on
the farm.
However, the farm was
mortgaged
so
high,
they soon lost it to the
bank. All they had left
was one cow, a team
of horses, and some
farming implements. So
my grandparents started
farming all over again,
building a house, farm,
and family. By the time
my grandparents died (he
was 99 and she was about
96), they had been married
75 years, had six children,
18 grandchildren, 33
great- grandchildren
and four great-greatgrandchildren.
My grandfather bought
an International Harvester
Farmall tractor in 1939
Above Image: Loading sugar beets onto a wagon in
for $600. He also bought
1939 From left to right - farm worker, my granda one-row corn picker
mother Elizabeth Coutts, my mother Betty Coutts
(who later married my father Jack Cooper), and
which was pulled by
my grandfather Gordon Coutts.
this tractor. My mother
remembers after the corn
picker had gone through the field, she would go and pick up the
missed cobs of corn to feed the pigs.
Back then, without the use of commercial pesticides, an insect
invasion could mean the loss of an entire crop. My mother
remembers picking tobacco worms by hand off of the tomato
plants. They were given one penny per worm, but that became too
costly for my grandfather as there were just too many worms.
When I was about ten years old, I can remember being at Rene
Sauvé’s farm near Jeanette’s Creek one night after supper. He
brought me to his corn field and told me to listen. There were so
many armyworms, I could actually hear them chomping on the
corn crop. Farmers back then just did not have the resources or
technology to combat many of these pests.

Above image: My great-grandfather William Coutts (left)
and my grandfather Gordon Coutts in 1924.

changes to agriculture he had seen in his lifetime. He mentioned
two things to me. One was the change from using horses to tractors
and the other was the use of commercial fertilizers. These two

Today, there are over seven billion people living in our world and
that number is expected to grow to nine billion by the year 2050.
That’s a lot of mouths to feed! Will we be able to provide safe,
nutritious food to all these people? As we continue to go through
changes and advances in our agricultural sector, I believe this is
very possible. Our agriculture sector has always been and will
continue to be innovative to meet the ongoing demands of our
growing world.
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So how has agriculture changed over the years? Here are some
interesting facts about the Canadian rural landscape then and now:
•

One hundred years ago over 50% of Canada’s population
farmed. Today, less than 2% of Canadians are farmers.

•

In 1931, one in three Canadians lived on a farm. Today, it’s only
one in 50.

•

In 1900, 50 cents of every dollar a Canadian earned was spent
on food. Today, Canadians spend just over 10 cents of every
dollar we earn on food.

•

In 1901, there were 511,000 farms in Canada. Today, there are
206,000 farms, which is 60% less farms.

•

In 1901, there were 3.2 million farmers. Today, there are 300,000
farmers, which is 91% less farmers.

•

The average farm size in 1941 was 237 acres. Today, the average
farm size is 778 acres, which is 228% higher.

•

In 1901, one farmer produced enough food for 10 people. Today,
through the use of some amazing technology and innovation,
the same farmer feeds more than 120 people, which is an
increase of 1,100%!

Today, our farmers use various types of technology to make
advances in producing more food for a growing world. Our
agricultural sector uses innovations in areas such as precision
planting, fertilizing, and harvesting equipment, modified housing
for animals, and biotechnology. All of this and so much more allows
for improvement and advances in the world of agriculture.
Changes in equipment have made a tremendous impact on how
producers are able to farm and grow food. In the past, farmers would
have to do field work by hand or with horse-drawn equipment.
Today, we have tractors that steer themselves. The inside of a
modern tractor is like the cockpit of a jetliner, wall-to-wall monitors
and gauges linked to the farm computer.

To get a better insight into the equipment changes, I have asked
Jamie McGrail from McGrail Farm Equipment in Chatham. She says:

“As farm machinery and implements continue
to come together, a streamline experience
occurs, from creating the job to sharing
information produced by the job to farm
partners. Technology and partnerships are
taking on a whole new collaboration. Ag
precision encompasses many solutions rolled
into one.
Step one is farm machinery. The way
implements talk to vehicles and vice-versa
makes proper documentation tasks all the
more attainable. It does not matter what
brand of equipment you work with. World
standards for equipment have made it possible
to plug in a sprayer to the back of the tractor
and control it through a display from another
make of tractor. What a wonderful thing
not to have a cab cluttered with display and
harnesses!
Wireless Data Transfer is step two. There’s no
need to carry around a USB stick or worse yet,
drive it to your provider so they can see the
documentation. Wireless Data Transfer will
transfer your documentation with a push of
the button from the cab of the tractor. Cellular
modules make this possible. The ability to
send and receive setup and job information
and prescriptions for variable rating through
this cellular network is amazing.
From there, through a cloud-based program,
you can share your data with whomever you
choose. Data sharing, within the last few
years, has become a hot subject. Producers
need a home base in order to house, edit,
and create with their data. There are many
solutions that need to work together to justify
the time and money spent. There have been
huge improvements on this front, so stayed
tuned for what’s to come. It will be exciting.”
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Left Image: Precision Planting Technology and GPS self steering.
Krystle VanRoboys Photography - www.krystlevanroboys.ca

Agricultural research has made
huge discoveries and innovations
over the years. Facilities such as the
University of Guelph Ridgetown
Campus continue to bring researchers
alongside our local producers to
address the needs and concerns of
the primary producer and the broader
agri-food system.
In the chart to the right, we can
see how agricultural research and
technology has had a direct impact
on corn yields in Ontario over the past
100 years.
People have been breeding plants
to improve quality, increase yields,
and reduce harmful characteristics in
crops for thousands of years. In the
last few decades, plant breeders have
been able to introduce beneficial
traits in plants more precisely using
a variety of techniques commonly
known as plant biotechnology.

yields and farmer income; increases farmers’
productivity on existing farmland; and results
in environmental benefits because biotech
crops often require fewer pesticides. I feel that
biotechnology innovation will continue to
play a leading role in providing growers more
crop choices, higher yields, flexibility, and
opportunity for growth in the future that will
lead to farm profitability for both small and
large scale producers.”
So much has changed over the past 100 years. The innovations
and adaptations our agriculture sector has gone through and will
continue to go through will be astounding in the years and decades
ahead.

Above Image: Soy Bean field.
Krystle VanRoboys Photography - www.krystlevanroboys.ca

I asked Collin Phillip, Business Director - Eastern Canada with DuPont
Pioneer to comment on the use of biotechnology in agriculture
today. He writes:

“Biotechnology is a proven tool that has
successfully improved crop productivity
for growers around the world since 1995,
resulting in an affordable food supply and
improving the quality of food. Biotechnology
innovation is critical to achieving a more
sustainable future as it protects crops from the
weeds, insects, and diseases that reduce crop

However, one thing remains the same about agriculture today as
it did 100 years ago - farm families own and operate farms. Our
Chatham-Kent farmers and their families have and will always work
hard to grow and deliver safe and nutritious food products from
their fields to your home.

This article was submitted by:
Kim Cooper
Municipality of Chatham-Kent, Economic
Development Services, Agricultural Specialists.
phone: 519.351.7700 x 2030
email: kimco@chatham-kent.ca

@theAGguy
www.wegrowfortheworld.com
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Chatham-Kent’s
IPM 2018 Update
Serving Up A Successful Cookbook Launch
Planning for the 2018 International Plowing Match & Rural Expo is
in full swing! The Executive Committee is now full and the grand
majority of the subcommittees are almost fully populated. The
highlight of this season was the hugely successful launch of the
2018 International Plowing Match & Rural Expo cook book.
The cook book was launched November 23rd, and in just 5 weeks
has sold close to 2000 copies! The Cookbook Committee started
planning back in April of 2015, calling for local recipes from the
Chatham-Kent community. The community stepped up with an
overwhelming 1400 recipe submissions. The committee’s job from
there was to organize those submissions into a 500 page book. “It
was a somewhat daunting task to get down to 500 pages,” said
Deb Hawkins, Cook Book Committee Chair, “We had numerous
submissions for some single dishes, like broccoli salad, or multiple
submissions from single individuals. We wanted the cook book to
reflect the entire area, and the committee really put a lot of work in
achieving that.”

“One of our main mandates, and one that we are
very proud of, is that the Cookbook was totally
developed and produced in Chatham-Kent,”
said Janet Campbell, member of the Cookbook
Committee. “The printing and design was done
by CM Print, the photography was done by
Krystle VanRoboys, the sponsor for the book was
North Kent Mutual Insurance Company, and
the submissions were all from Chatham-Kent
citizens; it truly was ‘home grown’.”

Deb Hawkins thanked her great committee members, sponsors,
production partners and the citizens of Chatham-Kent for their
tremendous support.
Copies of the 2018 International Plowing Match & Rural Expo
cook book are now on sale at:
Blenheim:

Kent Bridge

• CIBC Bank

• Roesch Meats & More

• Royal Canadian
Legion

Chatham:

Mitchell’s Bay:

Tilbury:

• Glasshouse Nursery
• The Mercantile
• Berrypatch Collectibles
• Downtown Deli

• Variety/Gift Stores
• Variety/Gift Stores

• Kara’s Rose Garden
• Bricks and Blooms
• Kathy’s B&B
• Di’s Cuts and Curls

Dresden:

Ridgetown:

Wabash:

• Ridgetown Feed &
Supply

• Red Barn Florals
• Crazy 8 Barn

Thamesville:

Wallaceburg:

• North Kent Mutual

Grand Pointe:
• Variety/Gift Stores

Pain Court:

• Agris Co-op

• Westbook’s Flower
Shop

2018 Executive Committee Has A New Member!
Maureen McCutcheon has accepted the Co-Chair
position as the Administrative Coordinator for the
Gates & Tickets and Volunteer Committees for the
2018 International Plowing Match & Rural Expo. This
is an extremely important job as 1500 volunteers
are needed to host the 2018 International Plowing
Match & Rural Expo.

"I am thrilled to be part of the 2018 International
Plowing Match & Rural Expo, this historic event
for Chatham-Kent is one that is truly near and
dear to my heart." Said McCutcheon. "I am
impressed with the progress that has been made
so far, and am looking forward to my new roll."

We are looking for
volunteers!
Anyone interested in volunteering for the 2018 International
Plowing Match & Rural Expo committees or at the event
itself can do so by going to www.plowingmatch.org/
volunteer2018 and filling out the volunteer application or by
emailing directly to ipm2018volunteers@gmail.com

This article was submitted by:
Above Image: IPM 2018 Cookbook Volunteer Committee
Back Row (left-right): Beth Wright, Tracy Henry, Janet Campbell, Carol Vince
Front (left-right): Krystle Vanroboys, Deb Hawkins, Simon Crouch
Missing: Stephanie Campbell, Sarah Campbell, Chris Nanni & Doug Robbins
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IPM 2018 Volunteer Committee
email: ipm2018volunteers@gmail.com

www.plowingmatch.org/IPM2018

Homemade

This local recipe is on page 484
of the chatham-kent ipm 2018:

A TASTE OF CHATHAM-KENT

COOKBOOK
*TAXES
INCLUDED

15

$

Pick
one up
today!
All funds raised go to Chatham-Kent’s
2018 International Plow Match & Various
Local Charities.
Vist page 16 in this issue, for the locations
where the cookbook is available!

BE A PART OF

history.

SEPT 18 - 22, 2018

www.plowingmatch.org/IPM2018

ingredients:
3 Vanilla Beans

8-10oz of Canadian Vodka

10-12oz Bottle with a tight-fitting top

directions:
Split the vanilla beans lengthwise, leaving them attached at
one end. Place them in a 10 to 12 oz bottle and cover with
Vodka. Seal and shake vigorously. Store at room temperature
for 4 weeks to let the flavour develop and mature, shaking the
bottle once a week. The extract will keep at room temperature
in a dark place for up to 6 months.

Recipe
SUBMITTED by:
Darrin Canniff,
IPM Co-Chair 2018
Did you know...Greenfield Specialty
Alcohols (located in Chatham, ON),
produces some of the best alcohol
distilled in North America?
Greenfield Specialty Alcohols
supplies the alcohol, distilled from
peaches and cream corn for various
Canadian based Vodka companies.
Darrin is a strong advocate for
supporting local! Try this and many
other recipes found in “A Taste of
Chatham-Kent Cookbook” with a
variety of fresh and local produce.
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Let’s continue to promote our community to the world by taking along a copy of
this year’s issue where ever you travel and pass it forward ... It’s a great way to let
everyone know who we are and what we grow!
Email your photo and a brief description to: info@abstractmarketing.ca

Rick Nicholls...
MPP Nicholls 2016 Ontario Politics
Year in Review:

of ground current
pollution
and
for
the government to
implement a plan to
address this problem.
Stray current has been
an ongoing issue for
Ontario dairy farmers.
Local former dairy
farmer
and
stray
current advocate Lee
Montgomery
first
brought this issue to my
attention in 2011. Lee
has been championing
this cause for over
40 years after losing Above Image: Aerial of Chatham-Kent,featuring Lake Erie
Submitted by: R.Schlereth
his award winning
Holsteins’ and wife to suspected ground current pollution. The
bill however did not make it to third reading as it died on the table
when Premier Wynne prorogued government.

“In 2017 I hope to reintroduce my Ground
Current Pollution Act, and pressure the
government to address the growing crisis of
hydro rates and its devastating effects on local
families, businesses, and farms.”
Above Image: Aerial of Chatham-Kent, featuring Thames River
Submitted by: R.Schlereth

Only one phrase seems best suited to summarize the last year in
Ontario politics, “Life is harder under the Liberals.” After a slew
of scandals, OPP investigations, the Hydro One fire sale, and a
$300 billion dollar and growing deficit, it is clear that the Liberal
government is out of touch with Ontario families. Under Liberal
leadership we now pay the highest rates of electricity in North
America and with their introduction of a Cap-and-trade program we
will be paying even more come January 1, 2017. The 2018 election
cannot come fast enough. We need a government that understands
Ontario families, business, industry, and especially, agricultural
needs.
In all of Canada, Chatham-Kent is the number one producer of many
crops such as tomatoes, carrots, cucumbers, cauliflower, and more.
Most local industry surrounds agriculture. We are fortunate in CK
to have very productive land that supports big agri-business and
small family farms. Earlier this year the Ontario Farm Marketing
Commission proposed changes to Regulation 440 that would no
longer allow for vegetable growers to negotiate prices for crops.
Many vegetable growers expressed outrage. After hosting a town
hall in Leamington and attending the one held by the local District
1 Vegetable Growers in Chatham, I personally wrote to the Minister
of Agriculture requesting he immediately intervene and stop
Regulation 440. Shortly thereafter the proposed changes were
halted and the Minister publicly apologized.
Earlier this year, I introduced the Ground Current Pollution Act, Bill
161 in the Ontario Legislature. The bill called for the elimination
2 0 | THEAGMAG

We need a government that is accountable and pragmatic, a
government that is committed to the people of Ontario, not just
Toronto. It is an honour for me to continue serving the people
in the Riding of Chatham-Kent-Essex as their elected member
in the Ontario legislature. With the next provincial election only
18 months away, our goal is to focus on the economy, red tape,
and rising hydro rates. Together we must move forward as a
province, from tragedy to triumph.
This article was submitted by:
Rick Nicholls, MPP, Chatham-Kent-Essex
phone: 519.351.0510 | email: rick.nichollsco@pc.ola.org

www.RickNichollsMPP.ca

Have a great planting,
growing and harvesting year!

Soulliere Concrete Systems

Family-Run Business Since 1998…Owners Gerard
and Wendy Soulliere!
We Raise Sunken Concrete
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Soulliere Concrete Systems is a concrete leveling or raising business.
They use a Portland grout as a base that they pump under the
concrete by drilling a 1¼” hole through the cement. By drilling a
series of holes, set in a pattern, they can manoeuver basically any
panel to where it should be. They can also caulk cracks and seams
in driveway panels to keep water from getting under the concrete
and creating more settling. They can raise sidewalks, porches,
driveways, pool surrounds, and patios, basically any concrete you
have around your home. They have also worked on warehouses,
tool & die shops, and greenhouses. As long as your concrete is still
good, they can raise it.

SLABJACKING
CRACK INJECTION
WATERPROOFING
WALL REINFORCING
FOUNDATION REPAIRS

“One thing I can’t stress enough”, said Gerard
Soulliere, “is caulking around your home. When
your driveway, patio, or sidewalk is sunk at the house,
all that water runs towards your home rather than
away. After leveling and having concrete run away
from your home, you should have it caulked. This will
help to maintain the longevity of the raising process,
and help to keep water away from your foundation.”

www.soulliereconcrete.com
519.360.9657

soulliereconcretesystems@on.aibn.com

Call Gerard for a free quote today! 519.360.9657

Service and Knowledge...
FROM START TO FINISH
on new & Pre-Owned equipment

Wyoming

392 Broadway Street
519.845.3346

Inwood

6490 Courtright Line
519.844.2871

Essex

642 Talbot Road
519.723.4485

London

6915 Colonel Talbot
519.652.1552

Thamesville
24 Lemuel Street
519.692.3941

www.advantage-equip.com
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Get Skilled!
Applied Research a Win-Win for Students
and Industry
It is said that necessity is the mother of invention. And according
to Dr. Peter Wawrow, Professor in the Biomedical Engineering
Technology program at St. Clair College, providing students with an
outlet and opportunity to explore the applications linked to their
studies in class is a necessity. Partnering with industry in research
projects is where the magic of invention happens.

Jonathan Azzopardi, President of Laval Tool and Mold in Windsor
believes that industry education partnerships are essential,
especially for companies who don’t have the depth of resources to
research and innovate on their own. “We are full of good ideas but
when you are dealing with day-to-day operational issues, having
the time to explore those great ideas can be a challenge,” says
Azzopardi. He goes on to say that being part of the educational
process for students is a real benefit to both sides of the equation.
“Students are the next generation of workers for our industry. When
they get involved in applied research projects they gain a greater
appreciation for what happens in real world applications.”
Daniele DeFranceschi, Professor in the Mechanical Engineering
Technician – Industrial program is also involved with local industrial
manufacturers on research projects. “It is the student who wants to
accelerate his or her career chances who typically gets involved in a
research project,” says DeFranceschi. “These projects give students
the chance to work with the employees in the company and receive
instant feedback about their research.” DeFranceschi also points
out that one project can often involve a number of programs at
the college from Industrial Millwright and CAD/CAM to Automotive
Product Design and Robotics.

Above Image: Dr. Peter Wawrow with third year Biomedical Technology
student Marirose Mazza

Wawrow gets quite excited when you talk about the wealth
of opportunities for students to learn and grow. “Participating
in research projects gives the students a unique and exciting
perspective to seamlessly integrate the learning environment into a
real-world application.”
Wawrow has been meeting with numerous community partners
in order to develop projects for his third-year class. One of those
organizations is the John McGiveny Children’s Centre here in
Windsor. Elaine Whitmore, CEO of the Centre, says it is through
the willingness and commitment to engage in novel partnerships
across diverse fields such as education, health care, industry, and
technology, that the full potential of individuals can be realized.
“Any research project aimed at improving the quality of life for
children and youth with disabilities are areas we are passionate
about.”
Third year Biomedical student Marirose Mazza has been involved in
a research project in the past but is excited about the opportunities
in her final year of the program. “If the material in the class is
abstract to us, seeing how it applies in real life is priceless. Working
through concepts and ideas with the help of our peers and teachers
puts us at a great advantage when we enter the field.”
The college is currently involved in a handful of applied research
projects, most of which cannot be discussed openly due to the
proprietary and confidential nature of the research. However,
students are eager to take their newfound knowledge and skills and
apply them to industry challenges.
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Above Image: Professor Daniele DeFranceschi with Automotive
Product Design student Feras Antar

Feras Antar is a third year Mechanical Engineering Technology –
Automotive Product Design student and he has been working with
DeFranceschi and he values this kind of experience. “It is so exciting
to feel part of a project that may contribute to a company’s future
growth. The experience of generating ideas, getting feedback in
meetings, and being enthusiastically embraced by the company is
highly motivating.”

This article was submitted by:
St. Clair College

www.stclaircollege.ca

Why wait until harvest...
“Combine” your marketing needs
into one package today!

Let us design your
new website

216 King Street West, Upper | Chatham, ON N7M 1E6
519.397.4444 | info@abstractmarketing.ca

abstractmarketing.ca

